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andwonderfull accidents, published for the delight of Time-spenders
(1621), the only interest of which is that it gravely propounded the
story which was the basis of Fielding's admirable extravaganza.
From this sketch of Johnson's achievements as a lomancer it
would appear that he was hardly to be dreaded as a rival to Deloney.
Happily, although he was fust in the field, and in spite of the
depravity of readers, his two London story-books did not set the
Thames on fire.   His first woik of fiction, The nine Worthies of
Londo/i:  Explaining the honourable exercise of Ar?nesy the vettues
of the valiant, and the memorable mtempts of magnanimous minds
(1592), came half a decade before John Winchcomb.  It is a feeble
aUompt to extract maitial interest, akin to that of a story of
chivahy, out of a fanciful histoiy of the London companies.  The
Pleasant Concettes of Old Hobson the merry Londoner (iSoy)1
appeared ten years after The Gentle  Craft, and the witty and
eccentric tradesman (d. 1581), with his shop in the Poultry, has
been propeily described by Chevalley as un personnage vraiment
delonesque.2   But  the book is a mere scrapbook of well-worn
anecdotes and jests attributed to this old original, who had recently
been utilized for humorous purposes on the stage by Heywood, in
If you know not me, you know Nobody (1606), and held a minor
place in popular esteem beside Scoggin, Peele, and Long Meg of
Westminster.
Henry	Deloney suffered from an impudent theft at the hands of another
Roberts romancer, the prolific Henry Roberts (or Robarts) (fl. 1585-1616),
in Haigh for Devonshire. A pleasant Discourse of sixe gallant
Marchants of Devonshire. Their Lives > Adventures and Travailes :
with sundrie their rare showes and pastimes shewed before the King
in Exeter (1600). This is taken direct from Thomas of Reading?
The writer, who held some diplomatic office at the court of
James L, was also the author of A Defiance to Fortune: Proclaimed
by AndrugW) noble Duke of Saxony. . . . Whereunto is adioyned
the honourable Warres of Galastino, Duke of Millaine (i59°) 5
Phaeander, the May den Knight (1595) > and Honours Conquest.
Wherm is conteined the famous Hystorie of Edward of Lancaster
(1598). The popular appetite for history, especially localized
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